
Experience Harvest in Provence

with Akorn



AIX-EN-PROVENCE

CEZANNE'S WORKSHOP

Embark on a culinary discovery,

sourcing fresh produce at the 700-

year old farmer's market in Aix and

learn authentic regional dishes at your

chef's traditional Provençal home for

an immersive 'live like a local'

gastronomic experience.

PROVENCAL COOKING CLASS

Discover artistic wonders in the

footsteps of Cezanne visiting the

former home and studio of the artist.

Your guide provides a fascinating

workshop tour with tales on Provence

and the influences of the region that

impacted Cezanne's works.



SOAP MAKING WORKSHOP

Engage in a visit to the Soap Museum

in central Marseille, embarking on an

interactive experience through various

stages of production including scenting,

cutting and stamping your personalised

soap, understand its history and

connection to Marseille.

A vintage sidecar tour of Marseille

winding through the historic district of

Panier, past the picturesque Old Port

or explore the Aix countryside from

your retro sidecar where emblematic

lavender fields are located, touring

wineries during the harvest season.

VINTAGE SIDECARS

MARSEILLE



WINES OF PROVENCE

Famed for its blushing rosé wines,

usually from a blend of Grenache,

Mourvèdre and Syrah grape varieties.  

With rosé accounting for 80% of the

region's wine production and

reflecting the landscape's romanticism,

the Côtes de Provence AOC is

known for its distinct fresh, floral notes.

Discover specialities of the region on a

private tour taking in Provençal wine

routes, offering varieties as diverse as

the  scenery. Combine wine tasting

experiences with active pursuits, from

kayaking in Cassis to guided cycling

through the vineyards, and delight in

the flavours and aromas of Provence.

ROSÉ PRODUCTION

PROVENCE WINE ROUTE



Akorn Europe is here to support you and will be delighted to assist 
with any queries relating to Provence and regions of France.

Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us:

+44 1242 547901

+1 844 304 6779 (toll-free)

europe@akorndmc.com

mailto:italy@europe.abercrombiekent.com

